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On the Concept of Improvisation 
in the World’s Musics – An Informal Talk1

This article is a series of vignettes that explore the relationship of improvisation (in 
several senses of the word and as a musical concept) and composition from perspectives 
gained from the author’s experience. In organization, illustrations from specific musical 
cultures alternate with discussion of concepts and aspects of disciplinary history. The talk 
begins with a discussion of the relationship in the history of historical musicology and 
ethnomusicology. Improvisation is presented as a broad continuum from variation and 
ornamentation to wide-ranging and free use of the imagination. Examples from Native 
American music illustrate a discussion of the relationship of improvisation and oral 
transmission. The concept of improvisation as presented in the history of Beethoven- and 
Schubert-reception and in the history of jazz criticism is associated with European/American 
social organization. The musical systems of India and Persia are presented as opposites 
of Western classical music in their privileging of improvisation over precomposition. The 
author’s research on Persian music illustrates a typical approach to scholarship, the study 
of the relationship between the point of departure or model (the Persian radif in this case) 
and the resulting improvised performances. The paper ends with a brief comment on the 
mysteriousness of improvisation as seen by audiences and critics.

The Concept and the Word
In the history of musicology, improvisation has played a minor role. Musicologists have 
been concerned in the first instance with composition, and not so much with the process 
of composition as with the completed piece of music as set down by its creator. Affected 
by the study of visual art and literature, they began early to concentrate on the finished 
work, analyzed the interrelationships of its components, and looked at its history. But less 
often have they been concerned with the varying orders of creativity that may have led to 
the final product.
 About twenty years ago, it would still have been appropriate to say that only one scholar 
devoted himself seriously to the study of improvised music and of improvisation. Ernst 
Ferand (1887-1972) stood out as the quintessential specialist. His book Die Improvisation 
in der Musik (1938), devoted largely, but not exclusively, to Western art music, was then 
the only substantial work. No one has tried, since Ferand, to write a general book on the 
subject. To be sure, after about 1965, scholarship on improvised music increased greatly, 
with the expansion of jazz studies and of ethnomusicological studies of South, West, and 
Southeast Asian cultures, and the growth of improvisatory techniques in experimental 
music and music education. And yet, even now, the synthetic literature on improvisation 
– in contrast to studies of individual musics – remains modest.
 I am speaking from the viewpoint of the field of ethnomusicology, which I want to 
define as a subdivision of musicology much influenced by anthropology. Specifically, it is 
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to me the study of the world’s musical cultures from a comparative perspective, and the 
study of music in culture from an anthropological perspective. Ethnomusicologists are 
interested in the taxonomies of music making in the world’s cultures, and in the relative 
value placed on them by each society; and also, in establishing their own taxonomies to 
use as templates for comparative study. They have dealt with improvised music for over 
a century, but making explicit the study of improvisation as a separate process was a later 
development. The word does not appear in the indices of some of the major classics by 
Jaap Kunst (1959) or Alan Merriam (1964). And indeed, Derek Bailey, a composer well 
informed on ethnomusicology, pointed out (1992) that ‘improvisation enjoys the curious 
distinction of being both the most widely practiced of all musical activities and the least 
acknowledged and understood.’ But he argues that improvisation is central to music as a 
whole, and that the understanding of music at large hinges on understanding something 
of improvisation.
 Bailey’s statement suggests the conclusion that an adequate paradigm of music-making 
would make improvisation, conceptually, but maybe with a different name (‘composition’ 
again? – but after all, it’s performance too) as the centerpiece. What we currently call 
‘composition’ would constitute a specific subdivision, under which we also place the 
unimprovised performance of the pre-composed (if it could exist without some element 
of improvisation).
 There is, clearly, in the world at large and even in the culture of certain small societies, 
a wide spectrum of improvisation – a continuum of everything from oral composition 
without notation and the improvisation of cadenzas whose structures explicitly contradict 
the formal practices of the rest of the piece, to the ability to improvise works whose forms 
follow the rigorous requirements of highly specialized genres such as fugues, and to pieces 
whose structure is predicated on choices made by the composer at the beginning of a 
musical statement. We can hardly imagine types of music and music-making as different 
as the parts of paraphrasing instruments in gamelan music, the swaras following a South 
Indian kriti, the music of Miles Davis, singing a South Slavic epic, and the performances of 
organization such as Joseph Holbrooke, described by Bailey. Yet they are all improvisation 
in our western musicological taxonomy.
 However, following Derek Bailey’s interpretation and changing the values as 
fundamentally as these paragraphs suggest would perhaps require a reinvention of 
musicology. Even those scholars who might desire such a world turned upside down 
would have little in the way of needed tools.
 I would like to approach the study of improvisation, and the concept, from these 
viewpoints: first, to say a few words about the way in which music scholars have given 
it definition and value; then to touch on the relationships of improvisatory creation and 
oral transmission; and then to talk about the place of improvisation among societies and 
musics, using the classical music of Iran and Western art music as points of orientation. 
Eventually, I will get back to the idea of a ‘world turned upside down’.

Definitions and Values
To understand further the role of improvisation in Western music scholarship, it is helpful 
to look at formal definitions. Here is a lexicographical sampler.
 The template is usually the relationship of improvisation and composition, or 
precomposition. The New Grove (1980) looks at the end product, the musical work, 
defining: ‘the creation of a musical work, or the final form of a musical work, as it is being 
performed’. In the twelfth edition of the Riemann Musik Lexikon (1967), Hans Heinrich 
Eggebrecht draws sharp distinctions between precomposition and improvisation and also 
between improvisation and the simple variation of a work that results from the character 
of individual performance practices: ‘Improvisation (…) consists of the simultaneous 
invention and acoustic realization of music, thus excluding written fixation as well as 
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performance, reproduction, and interpretation.’ The New Harvard dictionary simply says 
‘the creation of music in the course of performance’, which follows Ferand’s definition in 
MGG (1956): ‘das gleichzeitige Erfinden und Ausführen von Musik ohne offenkundige 
unmittelbare Vorbereitung’. Italian and French music encyclopedias, earlier editions of 
Grove’s, and Apel’s Harvard Dictionary (1969) of earlier times all provide paraphrases of 
Ferand.
 If the European musicological world agrees generally on the basic definition of 
improvisation, there is less agreement – at least as found in standard reference works – on 
its value and on what it is that the reader must in the first instance be informed about; and 
also which aspects of it are worthy of discussion. German scholars seem to have had the 
greatest concern for fine-tuning the concept. Eggebrecht in the Riemann dictionary locates 
improvisation squarely in the framework of Western musical concepts, maintaining that 
it is found only in relatively recent Western music, as musics in oral tradition do not 
make the distinction between composition and performance which is a sine qua non for 
the emergence of the concept of improvisation. Earlier on, Hans Joachim Moser (1955) 
distinguished between – on the one hand – ‘improvisation’ as the spontaneous creation 
of a musical work in the true sense, using prescribed form and established principles, and 
on the other, ‘phantasieren’, musical fantasizing, which he considers less involved with the 
interrelationships essential to proper music-making. Improvisation, he therefore says, is 
invention on the spot, playing at the moment of musical thought, in fixed form, while 
‘fantasizing’ ordinarily gives individual gestures one after the other (‘Einzelbilder locker 
aufzureihen’).
 In Grove 3 (1935), H.C. Colles, under the heading ‘Extemporization’, asserts that 

‘It is therefore the primitive act of music-making, existing from the moment that 
the untutored individual obeys the impulse to relieve his feelings by bursting into song. 
Accordingly, therefore, amongst all primitive peoples musical composition consists of 
extemporization subsequently memorized.’ 

And Grove 5 (1954) republishes (more briefly, in fact) Colles’ article which, significantly, 
insists that all composition without notation begins by being improvisation.
 The distinction between improvisation as an aspect of the interpretation of established 
compositions on the one hand and as an independent art on the other plays a role in 
some musicological literature. Robert Haas’ extensive pioneering survey of performance 
practice (1931) brings up improvisation at many points as composition technique in non-
literate societies, in South Asian musics, and as a requirement in many European art music 
genres. Sixty years later, the parallel work by Hermann Danuser (titled Interpretation, 
1990), makes the distinction more explicit, giving attention to improvisation in the 
performance of masterworks but excluding genres that are explicitly improvisatory. 
 Looking at the position of improvisation in musical scholarship and in the Western 
art music culture in which musicology is grounded, we find it to be regarded as a large 
number of contrastive phenomena; for example: 1) something definitely distinct from 
performance and composition; 2) imitation of composition but with the helping hand 
of notation withdrawn; 3) the essence of composition where there is aural transmission; 
4) an art at which the great composers particularly excelled; 5) a craft but not an art; 6) 
something to be evaluated along the same lines as composition; 7) a process that cannot 
be explained or analyzed; and 8) a kind of music-making that sets apart musical cultures 
outside the Western art music establishment. It includes actual improvisation and music 
intended to sound as if it were improvised, music in an improvisatory style, perhaps like 
the cadenzas of Mozart concertos composed by Beethoven.
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Lessons from Native American Music
The question of improvisation as the method of composing in cultures of aural 
transmission was examined in some detail by Albert Lord, whose book The Singer of Tales 
(1965) provided models for the understanding of the improvised South Slavic epic poetry. 
Lord proposed models for the study of creation and performance in which a vocabulary 
of materials is used and manipulated. The notion that composers in cultures with oral 
tradition improvise, or improvise to an equal degree, is however arguable, particularly 
where there is articulated music theory even though there may be no explicit notation.
 Let’s look at cultures without articulated music theory. Native American music 
for example may provide insight into the concept of improvisation as tantamount 
to unprepared and sudden composition. People of the North American Plains (and 
others) traditionally sought visions in order to learn songs, and these usually appeared, 
usually sung only once by an animal or other vision being, during periods of ecstasy or 
dreams sometimes brought on by fasting or self-torture. This suddenness of creation is 
related to statements by Plains singers to the effect that songs can be and normally are 
learned in a single hearing, a claim not unreasonable in view of the fact that forms of 
these songs are highly consistent, and that the musical context is often predictable from 
the initial motif.
 In a Western musicological taxonomy (which may or may not provide insight 
here) these songs are improvised when first sung (or perhaps more accurately, first 
thought) in the course of the vision. But we have also been told that the visionary, 
upon dreaming the song, sang it to himself and, as it were, worked it out or practiced 
it before singing it to his community. The song normally took on the trappings of an 
established composition. The composer – visionary – was known and remembered, 
and the circumstances of composition may be recounted before singing. Repeated 
recordings show that the songs may remain reasonably stable as they are transmitted 
orally or re-dreamed by other singers. In what sense can the word ‘improvisation’ be 
applied to this form of composition?
 For the Pima people of the Southwestern U.S., on the other hand, according to George 
Herzog (1938), songs not yet composed existed in the supernatural world but had to be 
‘unraveled’ by humans in order to be realized or made part of human culture. The concept 
of ‘unraveling’, suggesting calculation, may be related to certain ideas of composition in 
the history of Western art music, but of course there is no notation, and as a matter of 
fact, Pima songs are not generally very different in style from those of the Plains. The kind 
of process that composition is conceived to be may or may not have an effect on style or 
structure.
 A third American example comes from the Inuit, some of whom, according to Beverley 
Diamond (1982), recognize two ways of making up songs, conventional and improvised. 
The Inuit traditional practices of improvisation include singing-duels, wherein men 
settled disputes by competitive mocking in song, and the improvisatory throat games 
played by women in competition.
 So there are Native American societies in which all composition is improvised in 
ways that go beyond the simple assertion that improvisation is always present in aural 
tradition; and others in which the concept of composition as time-consuming labor is 
recognized; and yet others in which aural composition is distinguished from a more 
properly extemporizing activity.
 A fourth example, Peyote songs, an intertribal genre developed in the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries, thought in many cases to be composed suddenly in a 
moment of ecstasy, are structurally complex and, it would see, carefully thought out – 
maybe like the improvised organ fugues in Western art music.
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In Societies and among Musics
Allow me briefly to return to the rather negative attitude in the world of musicology, and 
suggest that it may be related to the attitude of Western white middle-class society towards 
cultures in which improvisation is significant – non-Western, perhaps folk, and certainly 
(in North America) minorities, cultures whose arts may be appreciated but are not to be 
taken too seriously, belonging to the purview of folkloristics and social sciences. There are 
those who regard improvisation as the music of the improvident. Let me comment very 
impressionistically.
 I want to suggest that a significant segment of Western art music culture, including 
even musicologists and other musical academics, associate improvisation as a musical 
practice and even more as a concept, with a kind of ‘third world’ of music. Jazz, the music 
of non-Western cultures, all music in oral tradition is somehow included here. But even 
within the sphere of art music, music history texts say little about improvisation per se 
but are more likely to discuss works in ‘improvisatory style’. Fantasias by everyone up 
to Mozart, Schubert, Schumann, and works of Chopin come to mind, all music whose 
characteristic is the absence of clear-cut or predictable structure.
 In the conception of the art music world, improvisation embodies the absence of 
precise planning and of discipline. A common stereotype of the 1920s and 1930s is the 
conception of the concert-going public – it is far from descriptive of actual practice 
– juxtaposing composed art music with its discipline, art for art’s sake, reliability, 
predictability, against jazz, conceived to be the opposite. Alan Merriam describes further 
correlation made by the white American public between classical musicians as middle-
class and conventionally moral, as against the stereotypical jazz musician as unreliable, 
with unconventional dress and even sexual mores, excessive use of alcohol and drugs, all 
of course false stereotypes, as is also the presumed inability to read music.
 Improvisation, then, as the music of people who do not plan ahead and do not have 
elementary musical technology. Can this be the white musical world’s way of expressing a 
racist ideology? But also, on the other hand, within some parts of white society, musicians 
as a whole partake of stereotypes – they are unconventional and unreliable people – that 
are more closely associated with stereotypes of non-white musicians. One may suggest that 
to white society, African-American people (and by extension, others ‘of color’) represent 
a kind of quintessence of musicianship, and mutatis mutandis, improvisation and orally 
transmitted music is therefore the real, true, or fundamental music. The notion that there 
are musicians who, as it were, can do anything they want on the spur of the moment is 
strange to the classical musician, who is or maybe used to be both repelled by their lack of 
discipline but also attracted by their presumed freedom.
 Elsewhere (Nettl 1995) I tried to suggest that members of a society tend to see the 
domains of their culture somewhat as they structure and interpret society; that we see 
our repertory as if it were, so to speak, a society of music. Considering only the classical 
music world of contemporary America, I proposed that the ruling class was headed by 
concertos and operas on account of the high degree of hierarchy in their musical structure, 
along with their association with the upper social classes. Fugues and string quartets, 
on the other hand, with structures much more suggesting quality, have the function of 
conscience. 
 Using a similar perspective would require us to place improvisation and works 
reminiscent of or associated with improvisation low in the society of musics. The 
conception of improvisation as lack of planning contrasts with the notion that precision of 
planning, complexity of relationship, and interrelationships so abstruse as to be discernible 
only with sophisticated analytical techniques characterize the greatest masterworks. The 
concept of control, typifying the great classic masters, is one of the major criteria of a 
masterwork, and relates readily to the notion of control of complexity that suggests the 
musical counterpart of a ruling elite. The works most esteemed in the art music world are 
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large, intricately organized works – symphonies, operas, major works of chamber music 
– but rarely would the list include works that suggest creation on the spur of the moment: 
impromptu, fantasias, moments musicaux, rhapsodies. So within the realm of art music, 
improvisation (as a concept) is on a low rung, just as musics outside the realm of art 
music are often associated with the inferior practice of improvisation.
 Students of nineteenth-century composers have sometimes contrasted them implicitly 
by their degree of ‘improvisatoriness’. Typical oppositions include those between 
composition and improvisation, between crafted and inspired composition, between 
nature and culture, and also between ‘feminine’ and ‘masculine’ character. Compare 
Beethoven and Schubert – Sir George Grove made much of it, but also Einstein, and 
others. The painstaking and often protracted method of Beethoven as against Schubert’s 
quick, spontaneous style of creation. Of course these views fly in the face of historical 
reality and thus tell us about nineteenth-century views of music, not about the historical 
Beethoven and Schubert. But Beethoven’s habit of sketching motivates us to see his works 
as the result of hard labor. The legend of Schubert’s composing a Lied on the back of a 
menu while waiting for his dinner suggests a method quite opposite to Beethoven’s. But 
we know that in reality, Beethoven was a famous improviser and Schubert has his great 
complexities.
 It is interesting to observe the distinction between the two composers sometimes 
associated with symbols of gender relationship: Beethoven the masculine, Schubert the 
feminine. Or, Beethoven the cultural technician, as against Schubert the natural and 
spontaneous. I do not know whether these things can be related to recent musicological 
findings of the possibility of Schubert’s having been homosexual. But I doubt it. The 
point is that the designations indicate late nineteenth- and late twentieth-century types of 
interpretation of issues of gender and sexual identity. But it is interesting that here too the 
concept of something improvised – sounding improvised, or known to have been created 
quickly, or otherwise lacking obvious extensive preparation – was used to symbolize the 
– sexually, culturally, biologically? – inferior.
 Now, this view does not pertain to improvisation per se. We talk about Schubert not as 
an improviser, but as a composer whose creative processes may bear some similarity to the 
concept of improvisation. But it would seem that in some quarters of twentieth-century 
musical thought, improvisation, a ‘weaker’ form of music-making than composition, 
not in itself feminine, becomes a weakening or ‘feminizing’ factor when it affects true 
composition, that – we used to be told – quintessentially male form of music making. But 
then it is not beside the point to remind ourselves that throughout the world, improvising 
seems to be carried out far more by male than by female musicians.
 Well, I have commented on the musicological world’s evaluation of improvisation and 
its role in art music, and in other musics. In fact, of course, discipline, intricacy, control 
of complexities, all play major roles in various kinds of improvisation, as in Indian music 
with its detailed rules for proceeding, or in organists’ practice of improvising fugues on 
given themes, or the multi-faceted world of jazz with its many social, educational, and 
contextual requirements. And yet, Western classical musicians are more inclined to see 
the quality of improvisation as emotional rather than intellectual, as free rather than 
controlled.

The World Turned Upside Down
If the concept of improvisation, in the world of Western art music and in some of 
the derived scholarship, is of a minor art or craft, associated mainly with cultural 
outsiders, the values are substantially reversed in the distinction between composition 
and improvisation in South and West Asia. In Iran, the area of my experience, the most 
desirable and acceptable music is improvised, and within the improvised genres, those 
lacking metric structure, and thus rhythmic predictability, are the most prestigious. By 
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contrast, precomposed pieces are less respected, and pieces which have the highest degree 
of rhythmic predictability – for example, rhythmic ostinato – are most to be avoided. 
There are several reasons for this continuum of musical acceptability. For one thing, the 
music most like the singing of the Qur’an – non-metric vocal improvisation – is most 
prestigious. Music with edifying words is more valued than instrumental music with 
strictly entertainment value, and music performed in sacred, academic, or ceremonial 
contexts more than music performed in informal and even lascivious surroundings. 
Indeed, the sounds that we consider to be musical can be placed along a continuum, 
from the non-metric, vocal, texted, improvised, sacred, exclusively male, purely Middle-
Eastern in style, and in fact unpredictable (called khandan in Persian) to the metric with 
rhythmic ostinato, instrumental composed, entertainment, with women participating, 
often in a style mixing traditional and Western elements, and rhythmically and formally 
predictable (called musiqi).
 While musical professionalism has the highest value in the Western establishment, 
it was traditionally low in Iran as compared with expert amateurism. When I was 
studying in Iran, almost 40 years ago, the learned amateur musician avoided designation 
as a professional because of the low esteem of musicians and music, particularly in its 
predictable form. The professional after all must perform when commanded, lay what 
is requested, and he usually performed precomposed pieces, so goes the conventional 
wisdom, while the learned amateur has freedom to make all kinds of decisions. Thus 
in the Middle East, improvisation has the high prestige associated with freedom and 
unpredictability, while in the West, composition has the prestige associated with discipline 
and predictability. One can make a case for the dominance of these values in social life as 
well; but music, we all know, may also be used to express opposition to societal trends.
 The relative position of composition and improvisation is similar in Carnatic music. 
Although the core of a concert performance is the repertory of kritis (composed songs 
memorized and perhaps embellished but with clear identity), the music that is central 
to a performance is improvised. In a typical concert, after performance of several songs, 
one hears the pièce de resistance for which the audience has been waiting, the large form 
ragam-tanam-pallavi. The four- or five-part genre, requiring from a half hour to an 
hour or more, proceeds from very general to gradually more restricted models. Moving 
through the ragam-tanam-pallavi, performers gradually have less choice and the model 
upon which they improvise increases in specificity.
 Importantly, however, the part of the ragam-tanam-pallavi in which the musical and 
intellectual qualities of a musician are most carefully evaluated is the alapana, the non-
metric initial section based only on the character of the raga – not on metric or other 
stylistic criteria, or on a line from a song, but on the raga as a concept pure and simple. 
This may seem curious to us. Alapana seems the least restricted, but to us, also the least 
complex of the four types of Carnatic improvisation. Here too, however, we have a set of 
musical values opposite to those of Western art music. It is not simply that South Indian 
music is improvised, and Western music composed. Both have composed and improvised 
sectors, but one values most the work, and the other emphasizes the process.

Can One Explain?
One occasionally hears statements to the effect that improvisation cannot be explained, 
analyzed, or described. Derek Bailey discourages explanation in his 1992 book: ‘any 
attempt to describe improvisation must be, in some respects, a misrepresentation, for 
there is something central to the spirit of voluntary improvisation which is opposed to the 
aims and contradicts the idea of documentation’. It is tempting to support this view, even 
though we have recently seen the publication of the largest study of jazz improvisation by 
Paul Berliner, Thinking in Jazz (1994), which explains improvisatory processes as seen by 
both cultural insider and outside analyst. But still: For traditional Western composition, 
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we believe that all components are equally and definitely intended by the composer to be as 
presented; never mind that for some compositions, several versions have been successively 
created. In improvisation, one must face the likelihood that some of the material may be 
precisely intended while other passages are thrown in without specific thought, perhaps 
a period of noodling around, or permitting the performer to think of what to do next. To 
be sure, there may be analogies in composition, as say the distinction between thematic 
and episodic material in eighteenth-century sonatas – but I doubt it.
 The most common studies of improvisation have tried to show where the improviser 
starts, and where he or she ends up. It is probably fair to say that improvisation everywhere 
is based on some kind of point of departure. One is always improvising ‘upon’ something 
- a theme, a set of chords, a melodic model such as raga, the requirements or options of 
a maqam, a collection of pitches, a kind of stylistic norm. One way to find a template for 
the nature of the point of departure, or model or (as my former student Tom Paynter 
suggested in a seminar) ‘catalytic referent’, is to assess the way in which performers move 
from this model to the performance. What are the norms, the commonplaces, the rarities, 
and the taboos; and how do they learn to live in this relationship?
 Let me provide something of a coda by describing, as an example, a system of learning 
improvisation from Persian music. Persian classical music developed a unique model, 
the body of material known as the radif, described and analyzed in detail by a number of 
authors. It is about eight hours of music, some 250 short pieces, which one memorizes 
and then uses as basis of improvisation. It is unique in the sense that it has become a 
revered canon, a body of specific and memorized music, a corpus of pedagogical material, 
but it does not in its sound or structure differ from the improvisations based on it. It 
contains all of the techniques of improvisation and music-making that a musicians needs. 
The paradox: He is supposed to play music based on the radif, but not the radif itself. The 
unversed, however, would not know that distinction.
 Persian musicians insist on the centrality of the radif, despite the fact that it probably 
was not established until the late nineteenth century, and then indirectly influenced by 
western music and musical thought. They also insist on the centrality of the tensions 
between authority and freedom, discipline and creativity, as hallmarks of Persian music. 
Dr. Nour-Ali Boroumand, my teacher in Iran, taught the radif, all eight hours of it, 
insisting on great accuracy and consistency of each note and note-length, emphasizing 
its rhythmic (though ordinarily not metric) features. Once one had learned it, he said to 
me, one knew how to improvise; the radif had in effect done the teaching. His conception 
of the musical system involved balance between musical authority and freedom, between 
showing respect for the authority of the radif by referring to it, but still avoiding simply 
performing the memorized radif unaltered.
 In all musical systems, it seems to me, there is some kind of tension between authority 
and freedom, between what is learned and what is created. The study of improvisation 
and its role in the taxonomies of music-making in the world’s cultures may contribute 
importantly to the understanding of these relationships.
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